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Let us take the s5'mbol 100 and consider the position it indicates
for a plane'We 

know the I in the first place indicates that the plane passes
through the near end of the axis a. The 0 in the sicond place
rndicates that it is parallel to b; to help the memory, we may say
that it would not cut the D axis no matter how far they were both
prolonged, associating 0 with zot.

In the same wa,y the 0 in the third place means that the plane is
parallel to r, the c axis. Let us assume that the &xes are I inch or

exactly the same way I inch back of the map. These two faces,
in a way, cut out a board, and the faces are accordingly called
pinacoids from the Greek for board. In the same way 010 and oTo
would give two faces, or make a board, with its edge towards us
standing upright. Of each of these two pairs of faces, pair by pair,
it is said "they are not closed forms" because there is no limit
given to their extension. If we combine the symbols 100, i00,
010, oro wewould have cut out a pillar, sometimes called a seeond
order prisrn, altho I think it best not to use the word prism in this
way. If a crystal was of some length in this direction it would
best be said to be elongated parallel to c, the third axis. Now
we have four faces or planes and between them four edges, the
latter all parallel. Such a set of faces are said to be in a zone.
100 indicates that the front face is parallel to c, 010 indicates that
the side face is parallel to r so the line where they meet is also par-
allel to c or is c except that by convention we put the c axis thru the
middle of the crystal. 001 and ooT would indicate two more
planes, one on either end of our pillar; either of these is called the
base or the basal pinacoid.

By the three pairs of faees or pinacoids, our figure would now
be closed. If we take the three axes as I inch long each rvay from
the center and each axis at right angles to the other tw-o, we have
a cube, which every one knows. It has 6 faces, 12 edges and 8
corners. It has 3 zones, of 4 faces each, parallel to a, b ot c, the
first, parallel to a, taking in the four faces 010, 001, oio, and ooi.
This would be called lhe a zone or the zone of the face 100: a would
be called the zone axis and the 100 the zone face. The zone axis
is parallel to the zone edges and the zone face is across or at right
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angles to them all. If we can make out the pinacoids, we may be
able to_place a crystal in the conventional poiition by'putting one
of thefrst pair toward us, one of the second pair to ihe righf,and
one of the third above.

are classe{as belonging to the Cubie or Isometric System of
crygta]s. They are chaiacterized by three axes at rigfit angles
and of equal length.

(To be continued.)

NOTES AND NEWS
The collection of minerals at the Boston Societv of Natural Historv has

Ig-cently been rearranged and is now exhibited rinder modern condiiions.'l'he collection has been divided into two parts. one of which is entirelv made
up of.New England minerale, the other a'geneial collection from all over lhe
world.

Eveltually it is planned to keep only NewEnglandmaterial with a small
general slnoplic. collection, thus contoiming to Che policy adopted in other
departments of tbe Museum.

The specimens are all exhibited on plate glass shelves without individual
mounts. This method has been founii to give the maximum lieht, and to
prevent shadows; it has the additional advantage of being colorlesi arid hence
does- not detract in any way from the color of [he specimens.

Although the eollection i-s very strong in New Enhland minerals. especiallv
thoee from the older localities, its curai.or desires to obtain specimeni whieh
will improve the present ones,'and any from new or recent loialities that are
not as yet in the collection. For this purrrose the Societv is willine to exehanee
eome of the specimens from outside of New Enelanal tor narlicularlv fiie
New England minerals. Eoweno Wrccr,nsn'onru, Curdtm.

234 Berkeley St., Boston, l\Iass.




